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Amnesty International (May 9) urged all parties running in
India's upcoming national elections to commit themselves to
ending the rampant' human rights abuses that had gone
unchecked in the northern state of Punjab for at least seven
years.
The Amnesty International has sent its latest report
documenting widespread arbitrary arrests, torture and killings
in Punjab directly to the leaders of all major parties in the
elections. The report, which includes detailed recommen
dations on ways to stop the abuses, was sent earlier to the
government.
"The already critical human rights situation is going to get
worse unless the new government orders its forces to stop the
abuses. Those police and security force officers who secretly
arrest, torture or extrajudicially execute people must be brought
to justice, and the special powers that have led to such abuses
must be curbed.
¥

Punjab’s unacceptable laws

"The serious human rights violations in Punjab have per
sisted under three governments which have set the stage for
the widespread abuses by passing the grossly unfair 1987
Terrorist and Disruptive Activities (Prevention) Act and letting
extreme violations like torture and killings go unpunished.
"The government recently even changed the criminal code
effectively granting all police and security forces immunity from
prosecution for any action they take on official duty in Punjab
and other states which are under the president's rule.
"Despite recent official orders to release an unstated
number of Sikhs detained in Punjab on minor charges, well
over 10,000 Sikhs are being held in the state without any
; chance of even getting a trial under sweeping anti-terrorist
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S ik h W om en g a n gra p e d by Indian A rm y
Ludhiana. May 31— Gangrape and molestation of women
followed Indian Army's action at Sanghe village in Amritsar
district on M ay 26 when seven Sikhs were killed, Punjab
Human Rights Organisation reported after an on-the-spot
investigation. The security forces were commanded by Col
B.C. Lugwal, Commanding Officer of the second battalion of
Dogra Regiment.
The PHRO team comprising D. S. Gill (Chairman) and
Mohinder Singh Grewal (General Secretary) visited the village,
recorded statements of more than two dozen victims and eye
witnesses and gave harrowing details of the murder, mayhem
and destruction caused by the security forces, apart from
pointing out cases of mass rape.
The PHRO said that jawans of the Dogra Regiment laid
siege of the village and remained stationed there for two days
evidently to search for certain militants allegedly staying
there. They were later joined in by men of the C RPF and the
Punjab Police to make more than 2000 strong force.
In the course of the operation, the security forces killed
seven persons including six Sikhs engaged in the construction
of a gurdwara in the village to perpetuate the memory of the
Sixth Sikh Guru, Guru Hargobind. None of them was armed.
Nor any one fired a shot at security forces. Two Of them, Baba
Kabul Singh and Balwinder Singh, were killed while they wsre
travelling by a TATA 407 “ Kar Sewa" vehicle to Aladinpur
village to meet the ailing 90 years old “ Kar Sewa” Baba, Basta
Singh. The driver, Kashmir Singh, fled towards the Gurdwara
and was killed alongwith three others engaged in the
construction.
In addition, the only militant staying in the village Major
General Gurbhej Singh Bheja of the Bhindran wale Tigers
Force (BTF), consumed cynide and died after he was hunted
down,
The PHRO report stated that no encounter took place in
the village and the security forces suffered no casuality. The
killing of all the Sikhs was wholly un-necessary although the
security forces claimed to have seized certain ammunition
from Major General Gurbhej Singh.
(Contd. on page 41j

laws— laws which members of the UN Human Rights Committee
recently called "disturbing" and "completely unacceptable".
"People are often picked up by police, tortured or "d is
appeared" on the slightest suspicion that they have ties with
armed Sikh secessionist groups.
"Suspected government opponents are routinely tortured in
police stations and detention centres. Hundreds of them are
being held in secret detention, and the legal steps, relatives
and others can take to find them, have been totally ineffective
in locating many victims. Police and security forces have
often flouted orders that they bring detainees before a court.
"Relatives of suspected opponents, including women,
have also been targeted for arrest and torture— some have been
arrested 30 or 40 times. A 17 year old girl whose father and
brother were already in jail was reportedly beaten and raped
by police. Women have been detained by police and tortured
for giving food and shelter to Sikh militants.
"Hundreds of Sikhs have been kiiied in fake shoot-outs
staged by the police, called "encounters". In one case, the
authorities also incited the killing of some 50 'terrorists'
by offering a reward for their deaths. Such extrajudicial kill
ings are part of the approximately 4,000 political killings by
government forces and armed opposition groups last year
alone."

The young lad disappears
"Torturing and murdering prisoners can never be justified,
by governments or opposition groups, many thousands of
people detained under the 1987 anti-terrorist act are held for
months or years without going to court."
"Increasingly, people are kept in secret detention and
others just disappear after their arrest. A 15 year old boy, for
example, taken from his home by police back in 1988 has not
been seen since.
"Sometimes police say that someone has 'escaped' to cover
up the fact they are hidden in a secret detention or have been
killed.
"Under the anti-terrorist law, people can be detained for
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up to a year without charge or investigation into loosely
defined charges, and face a minimum of five years in prison if
convicted of broadly defined 'terrorist' or 'disruptive' activities
act in-camera trials where the burden is on them to prove
their innocence.
"Victims and human rights groups (PHRO) say that people
are hung from ceilings and beaten, heavy iron bars are rolled
on their legs, their genitals are beaten and chilli powder is
forced into the rectum.

No action for any abuse
"Officials have admitted in the media that torture takes
place, and two official inquiries have found evidence to
back that up, but nothing has been done to stop the torture or
to bring the torturers to justice. A 1986 inquiry named 21
police officers who tortured detainees, yet five years later none
of them has been disciplined. In fact, no police or security
force personnel at all are known to have been convicted of
human rights offenses in the past five years.
"M o st 'encounter' killings are never investigated, despite
criticism of these killings by both the Supreme Court and the
governor of the State.
"W hile 41 police officers have died in reported 'encoun
ters' in the past two years, more than 644 alleged insurgents
were killed. If both sides in these 'encounters' were armed
one would expect more police officers to have died as well."
In its report. Amnesty International recommends action to
stop arbitrary arrests, torture and extrajudicial killings, including
by establishing an independent body to act upon substantive
reports of such abuses, prohibiting detention in secret centres
and keeping records of everyone arrested. It says all allegations
of torture and killings in 'encounters' or 'escapes' should be
investigated and those responsible for human rights violations
should be brought to justice. The government should
thoroughly review the anti-terrorist laws and make them
comply with International human rights standards.
Amnesty International, which has been denied access to
Punjab by three successive Indian governments, once again
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called on the authorities to allow it to visit Punjab and other
areas of India to investigate human rights violations.
To put pressure on the Indian Government not to block
efforts of human rights monitors from outside India Congress
man Dan Burton introduced a bill to stop development
assistance to India on grounds of human rights violations in
the 102 sitting of Congress of the United States.
The following is the abridged letter Dan Burton circulated
among Congressmen :
"Last year, I introduced legislation (H.R. 4641) to termi
nate development assistance to India until their government
permitted human rights organizations, like Amnesty Internatio
nal, to enter India in order to monitor human rights.
"Unfortunately,
human rights organizations are still
banned from working inside India and reports of human rights
violations continue.

The U S. concern for Punjab
"W hile I hope that Prime Minister Chandra Shekhar can
bring peace to India, there can be little progress until all
groups inside India regain the basic freedoms that people all
over the world are striving for. This goal may be impossible
as long as India continues to bar human rights organizations,
like Amnesty International, at its borders.
"It's time to focus the world's eyes on India's human
rights record. That's why I've decided to introduce legislation,
identical to H.R. 4641 in the 102nd Congress. If the so-called
world's largest' democracy" is too fragile to withstand the
scrutiny of groups like Amnesty International, then they are
not deserving of our financial assistance".
Despite expression of international concern, Punjab
Human Rights Organisation regularly receives information
of abductions and illegal detentions of the Sikhs at the
hands of police and para-military forces in the state of
Punjab on the mere suspicion of being members or sympath
isers of the Sikh militant groups advocating a separate Sikh
State— Khalistan. In some cases the detainess are eventually
found to have died in custody, in others they are found to
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have been deliberately killed in custody. The official reports
claim that they died in armed 'encounters' with the police.
A large number of detainees are kept in illegal custody for
weeks and sometimes months.
Efforts of PHRO to get
them produced in courts or secure their release more often
prove abortive. Even appeals to Government of India from
international organisations like Amnesty International and
U. N. Centre for Human Rights have failed to provide any
relief to the victims.

D.G.P. attacked : 200 picked
It was in the wake of the attack on Director General of
Punjab Police, D. S. Mangat, by certain separatist militant
groups on 2 February, 1991 at Ludhiana that the police picked
up about 200 Sikh youths from Ludhiana district alone during
the month of February, 1991. Dozens of them were kept in
illegal custody for days together, numerous others were sub
jected to humiliation and torture. Some of them were
liquidated by the police just to 'show results'.
The case study at hand concerns the killing of PHRO Vice
President, Dr Gurbachan Singh M avi's son, Atamjit Singh,
by the police. Dr Mavi is a senior Professor of Entomology
at Punjab Agricultural University (PAU), Ludhiana.
Atamjit Singh,
19 year old B.Sc. I student of Arya
College, Ludhiana, and Mohan Singh, 22 year old B. Sc. Ill
student of the same college from Araich village were reported
having been picked up by Ludhiana police on 5 February 1991
from Bhai Bala roundabout in the city and seen to be taken
away by a Deputy Superintendent of Police (D SP) and a
Police Inspector.
The PHRO took up the matter and sent telegrams to the
Chief Justice of the Punjab and Haryana High Court, and
Punjab Home Secretary seeking their intervention in the case
of disappearance of the boys at the hands of Ludhiana police.
The Organisation also constituted a team comprising D. S.
Gill, Mohinder Singh Grewal and Gurbhajan Singh Gill to
enquire into the matter.
The PHRO investigation team met parents and relatives of
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the victims. It also visited the spot where abduction took
place and talked to several persons including Sardari Lai,
a cycle repair shop owner, Sohan Lai and his son Raju,
tea-stall owners, Tara Chand, a school teacher and Ram Singh
Solti, a landlord who also owns real estate business. The
statements of those who witnessed the incident which occurred
some 150 yards away from the Criminal Investigating Agency
(CIA) headquarters, Ludhiana, were recorded.

PHRO activist’s son killed
In the meantime, the organisation through its U.K. office,
informed International Secretariat of Amnesty International
at London about the abduction. Amnesty International took
the initiative and wrote to Minister of State for Home Affairs,
Subodh Kant Sahay and Governor of Punjab, retired General
O.P. Malhotra, on 13 February 1991 expressing concern about
the "disappearance" of Atamjit Singh and Mohan Singh.
While seeking assurances from the Indian authorities that the
youngmen would be humanely treated in police custody.
Amnesty International urged them to produce the boys before
a magistrate and grant them immediate and regular access to
lawyers and relatives. Al also urged that the victims should
be released or tried under ordinary procedures of criminal law
if there were specific criminal charges against them. The
Amnesty sent copies of the appeals to DGP Mangat.
According to the PHRO investigation team, Atamjit Singh
was going by a bicycle along with Mohan Singh near Bhai
Bala roundabout at 10.45 a. m. on 5 February, 1991.
While negotiating the roundabout, they were forcibly picked
up by a CIA police team led by D SP Shiv Kumar Sharma and
Inspector Manmohan Singh in full view of the public. The
police personnel came in a Gypsy jeep with no number
plate and a private brown Matador van with registration
number DL— 3 C — 3066. The hands of both the boys were tied
at their backs with their turbans and they were taken away in
the Matador van. Their bicycle was parked in front of a
Dhaba ( eating place) by the police party and the Dhaba
owner was asked to take care of it. A CIA constable took the
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bicycle away later in the evening.
Since the abduction took place in the busy area of the
city, it was naturally witnessed by over a hundred persons who
happened to be there at that particular point of time. Many
students from the nearby colleges saw Atamjit Singh and
Mohan Singh being picked up by the police. Since the CIA
staff headquarters are located nearby, the shopkeepers of
the area had no difficulty in recognising D SP Shiv Kumar
Sharma and his men.

The inside story of Atamjit’s abduction
The PHRO investigation revealed that the Matador van
had forcibly been taken into custody by the CIA staff days
before 5 February and was returned to the owner of the van on
7 February after it had met with an accident. A delegation of
members of the Punjab Agricultural University Teachers A sso 
ciation (PAUTA) along with Vice Chancellor of the University
met Governor Malhotra on 11 February as the Ludhiana police
was maintaining silence over the matter.
The Governor
promised to look into the matter and let them know the
whereabouts of the two boys.
On 12 February, the Ludhiana police chief Anil Kumar
Sharma made a statement that neither of the two young Sikhs
was in police custody. He categorically denied that the boys
were ever wanted by the police in any criminal case. A few
days later even the Governor publicly denied the unacknowled
ged arrest of the boys by the Ludhiana police.
Meanwhile the PHRO team came across a person who was
in a way connected with this incident. He disclosed on
condition of anonymity that the students were killed at Nasrali
village in Khanna Sadar Police Station area on the night of
5 February after they were abducted from Ludhiana in the
forenoon. The police, he revealed, stage-managed an en
counter and shot them dead in cold blood. The police story
that Ludhiana C IA and Khanna Sadar police parties had killed
two unidentified militants in an armed encounter was totally
false and fabricated, claimed the person.
In order to check the veracity of the facts disclosed by
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the above person, the PHRO team arranged to collect the
First Information Report (FIR) of the Nasrali incident and
copies of the post-mortem reports of the dead bodies from
Judicial Magistrate, Khanna.
According to FIR No. 26 of 6 February 1991 lodged at
Sadar Police Station, Khanna, the Ludhiana CIA police party
comprising
Inspector Manmohan Singh, Assistant SubInspector Tilak Raj and 20 head constables and constables
and aided by Khanna Sadar police party led by Sub Inspector
Sant Kumar and including Assistant Sub Inspectors Rattan
Singh and Dilbagh Singh was on a petrol duty at a bridge
near Nasrali village. At about 12.30 a.m. two unidentified
Sikh youths were seen advancing towards the police posse on
foot. They were warned by Inspector Manmohan Singh not
to proceed any further. But the Two men, instead started firing
at the party. The police returned the fire in defence and during
the armed encounter both the youths were killed.
The police claimed to have recovered some arms and
ammunition from the person of the dead.

Bid to cover up the crime
The FIR and post mortem reports of the unidentified dead
bodies were shown to the parents of Atamjit Singh and Mohan
Singh by the PHRO. The parents asked the police to show
them clothes and photographs of those killed in Nasrali
"encounter". The police showed them the clothes but not
the photographs. The clothes, of course, were not of their
wards. On 7 March, 1991 the parents wrote to Deputy
Inspector General of Police R. S. Gill seeking instructions for
the Ludhiana police to show them the photographs but to
no avail.
The PHRO, in its investigation report on 26 February,
1991, claimed that during the investigation it had come
across a strong evidence to conclude that Atamjit Singh
and Mohan Singh, after having been abducted by CIA
police from Bhai Bala roundabout, were first taken to
CRPF Interrogation Centre, Dugri, and then to Sadar Police
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Station, Khanna. It was from there that they were taken to
the site of the alleged encounter where they were murdered
in cold blood. The whole operation was supervised by
D SP Shiv Kumar Sharma.
The enquiry team also concluded on the basis of
facts it gathered that the boys were liquidated in a
clandestine manner. In order to supress the identity of the
victims, not only were their clothes changed before killing,
but even the photographs of the dead were also tempered
with after the crime.

Professors’ demand turned down
The PAUTA President Dr Hari Singh Brar, in his letter of
8 March 1991 to the Governor, affirmed that the information
collected by PAUTA was similar to the one revealed by PHRO
in its report. He demanded a judicial enquiry into the
incident by a sitting judge of the High Court. PAUTA also
made frantic enquiries from the law enforcing agencies.
Despite all this, the Punjab Government run by the Centre
through its agent Governor Malhotra, showed callous indi
fference. Neither did it come out with the facts of the crime
nor did it agree to institute a judicial enquiry, a statutory
obligation of the government.
The PHRO, on its part, censured this callousness on the
part of the administracion and demanded immediate suspen
sion of Ludhiana police chief and other officials guilty of the
crime. It also demanded a judicial enquiry into the matter.
Instead, the Ludhiana police raided the residence of
Mohinder Singh Grewal, advocate, a PHRO activist, on 3
February 1991. It is felt that the raid was conducted because
Grewal is related to Sukhminder Singh Sandhu now awaiting
extradition in a New York jail for the alleged murder of General
A. S. Vaidya (who was responsible for launching an army
attack on the Golden Temple in 1984). Sukhminder Singh
Sandhu is the first cousin of Grewal. Mohinder Singh Grewal
has been one of the investigators of the police crimes and was
evidently targeted for exposing the police officials actions.
PHRO has been
in the forefront highlighting at
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international fora the arbitrary police functioning in Punjab.
Police's
high handedness against PHRO officials bears
testimony to the fact that Punjab police has no regard for
human rights. The killing of Atamjit Singh whose father is
Vice President of PHRO, and the raid on Grewal's house,
undoubtedly, is an attempt by the State to stifle the voice of
the PHRO.
We, in the PHRO, make fervent appeal to the international
human rights agencies to take note of these murders and
pressurise the Government of India to stop violation of
human rights and to see reason.

Two more youths killed
On the fateful night of February 5 two more youths were
shot dead by the police in Ludhiana district. They were
identified as Gurpreet Singh Khalsa (son of Gurcharan Singh)
and Sohan Singh (son of Sarwan Singh) both residents of
Dakha village, about 18km s away from Ludhiana.
PHRO
deputed two of its activists. Dr Balwant Singh and Dr Labh
Singh, to go into the killings. The two-member team visited
Dakha village, met Sarpanch Gurdev Singh and other members
of the village panchayat. They also talked to the next of kin
of the deceased.
According to the team, more than 1000 police and para
military personnel laid siege of Dakha village and searched
every house early in the morning of January 31. The party was
led by D SP Gurmeet Singh Randhawa who announced that all
persons in the age group 13 to 40 to collect in the Dakha
college grounds. The police screened men and picked up 14
of them. Five women including Charanjit Kaur (wife of the
deceased Sohan Singh) and his mother Chand Kaur and
Kulwant Kaur (mother of the deceased Gurpreet Singh Khalsa)
were also rounded up and taken to Dakha police station by
its SHO R. S. Bhullar.

People’s action to save women
Early in the morning the Gurdwara priest announced that
all people of the village should lay siege of the Dakha police
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station. The villagers also sent messages to the neighbouring
22 villages. More than 10,000 people laid a siege of the
police station and blocked the traffic on Ludhiana— Ferozepur
road at Mullanpur. The police was compelled to release all
the persons before the blockade of traffic was lifted in the
afternoon.

Professors saw the other two in custody
There were seven youths who had been absconding from
the Dakha village. They had joined the ranks of Khalistan
Commando Force (Jaffarwal). They were operating in this
area. They often used to visit the village at night. When the
police was to lay siege of the village on that night, four "b oys”
were detained by the police outside the village. Among them
were Gurpreet Singh and Sohan Singh. The villagers at that
time did not have any knowledge of their unacknowledged
arrest. Both were shown killed on the night of February 5 on
the outskirts of Dakha village. They were killed in cold blood
in police custody.
The other day two professors. Dr Hari Singh Brar and Dr
A. S. Sohi, from the PAU, Ludhiana, went to Dakha Police
Station to enquire about the previous night's killings as they
feared that Dr M avi's son might not be among those killed
who earlier in the day was picked up by the police from
Ludhiana. The Dakha police disclosed that the killed were from
Dakha village.
The professors had an opportunity to see two other boys
in the police station, who informed them that they were also
arrested alongwith Gurpreet Singh and Sohan Singh by the
police on the night of January 31 from outside the village.
Two of them, they revealed, had been shot dead. They
requested the professors to do something for them. Their fate
and whereabouts are still unknown.

The deceased’s house ransacked
Kulwant Kaur, the mother of Gurpreet Singh Khalsa, dis
closed to the investigation team that the police party headed
by D SP Gurmit Singh Randhawa had seized two gold rings
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and Rs. 3500 during the raid and search of their house on
that night.

Torture and death of Babbar Khalsa activist
On December 31,1990 a Babbar Khalsa activist Parwinder
Singh Ropar was arrested by the B SF from Nathwal village
near Batala town of Gurdaspur district. He was taken to Beco
Interrogation Centre where he was severely tortured. Next
morning he died of fatal injuries. The PHRO demanded a
judicial enquiry into his death. Several other social and politi
cal organisations also sought a judicial enquiry. The enquiry
is still awaited.
In yet another case Surinder Singh (241 of Mangat village
in Ludhiana district, who was found in illegal detention at
Basti Jodhewal police post in Ludhiana was recovered from
there by a warrant officer appointed by the Punjab and Haryana
High Court on December 22,1990. M r Justice G. S. Chahal
ordered medical examination of the youth as his father Avtar
Singh, in his habeas corpus petition had alleged that his son
was tortured in the police custody. The medical examination
revealed that there were 15 injuries on the body of Surinder
Sinqh. Some of the injuries, as old as 15 days or little more,
had healed. He was then admitted to the Sector 16 General
Hospital, Chandigarh.
While he was being taken to Chandigarh by the warrant
officer, R. L. Bhatia, policemen chased him with a probable
intention of picking him up again. Maruti Van followed the
bus in which he travelled along with the warrant officer. He
requested the warrant officer to take care of him as he appre
hended danger to his life from the policemen whom they
spotted at Chandigarh bus stand also The Judge heard the
petitioner again and ordered the government to provide
security to him.

Sant Kumar, the kingpin
PHRO headquarters received a telegram that Jasbir Singh
alias Kala was picked up from Doraha town on December 31
last by Samrala CIA police party headed by Inspector Harish
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Chander. His father Nirmal Singh had been arrested by
Khanna Sadar Police Inspector Sant Kumar the same day from
his residence and taken to Khanna. Telegrams to this effect
were also sent to Chief Justice of Punjab and Haryana High
Court and Home Secretary seeking their intervention. While
Nirmal Singh was set free on January 3, his son was kept
incommunicado.

Jasbir Singh feared killed
Nirmal Singh wrote to the SSP, Ludhiana, alleging
abduction of his son Jasbir Singh by the Samrala police.
A similar request was also made to S P (Detective), In the
meantime more than 60 residents of Doraha represented to the
district authorities. But no one cared.
They have now
become desperate. The parents suspect that the police have
liquidated their son.
Apart from these cases, we have a typical case where a
truck driver was killed by Inspector General of Police's son
and his police gunmen merely because the driver failed to
give way to the speeding vehicles of the police officer's son.
M ass demonstrations at Khanna by the public following
the death of Hardeep Singh (22), a truck driver of village
Mahaun, District Ludhiana, resulted in four more deaths and
twenty injured at the hands of the police. Punjab Human
Rights Organisation asked its activists D. S. Gill and Mohinder
Singh Grewal to go into the matter. They, in turn, co-opted
Devinder Kumar Punj, Ranjit Singh Sekhon (President, Bar
Association) and Swaran Singh Sandhu, all three advocates
of Khanna, for the purpose.
The team met a cross section of the public including
Hardeep Singh's father Gurmail Singh, brother Agya Singh and
the cleaner of the truck, Harjinder Singh.
The incident took place at about 1.40 p.m. on January 6,
1991 near Khanna. Hardeep Singh was driving his truck (PBV7767 TATA) on way from Gobindgarh to Phagwara. A car
(PIQ-3587 Maruti) was following the truck and was evidently
seeking to bypass it. A green coloured Contessa car was
behind the Maruti.
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Drivers killed for not giving way
According to the First Information Report (No. 6 dated
6.1.91 lodged by cleaner Harjinder Singh at 3.50 p m. in police
station. City Khanna) the occupants of the Maruti drove fast
and parked their car in front of the truck on which the truck
halted. A Congress (I) politician Malkiat Singh Beermi, a
Special Police Officer Santokh Singh, driver Buta Singh and a
Punjab Police Constable Jagmail Singh pounced upon the
truck driver, started beating him as punishment for his failure to
give way. Malkiat Singh, then, ordered the policemen to fire
at Hardeep Singh and Santokh Singh fired upon him. The
truck cleaner took Hardeep Singh to the Khanna Civil Hospital
where he succumed to his injuries.
The PHRO investigations show, however, that the FIR
contained a few inaccuracies. The occupants of the Maruti
included Harinder Singh alias Gurinder Singh, a son of Mahal
Singh Bhullar, Inspector-General of Punjab Armed Police (PAP)
Jalandhar. When the Khanna Police came to know that an
IG P's son was involved in the murder, it started dragging feet
on registering an FIR. One of Beermi's gunmen telephoned
from M/S Chaudhry Filling Station. Khanna, to inform Bhullar
of the incident. Bhullar rushed to Khanna and reached there
at about 5 p.m. He later, stayed for the night with a local
Congress (l) leader, Karam Singh Gill.
When the police dragged feet on registering the FIR,
people started gathering. In half an hour about 1000 persons
gathered and started shouting slogans against the police. The
demonstrations continued until late in the evening.

Terrorising the whole town
In order to smuggle out the IG P's son from the besieged
police station, the Station House Officer (SHO ) of Sadar Police
Station, Sant Kumar, who was present at the City Police
Station, ordered fhe use of force to disperse the crowd. The
PHRO team was told by half-a-dozen eye-witnesses present in
the police station at that time, that Sant Kumar's order to fire
upon the protestors was quickly carried out resulting in the
death of four persons. Interestingly, the police instructed
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forces deployed all over the city to start firing, so that a
climate of terror was created and the people were forced to
withdraw indoors. The firing orders ware carried out by the
pickets posted at the main gate of the police station. City, from
the top of the Deorhi, from opposite the police station, near the
Civil Hospital, from Lalheri Road, Railway Crossing, Malerkotla
Square, opposite the State Bank of India, and at the Tele
phone Exchange. A s a result of the firing near the exchange
Building, one Lai Chand swaaper was killed. He was the only
bread-earner of his family which included his blind parents
and a crippled brother. Lai Chand was married only about a
month ago. One Sadhu Singh was killed in front of the police
station. City. He belonged to village Panjrukha.

iG P ’s son let off
The reason why the public was agitated, was in the first
instance, the police would not record the FIR and secondly,
they would not include the name of the IG P's son among the
culprits and thirdly, the other culprits were being allowed to
roam about inside the police station rather than being put
inside the police lock-up.
The P H R 0 team was also informed that the police
registered a case for attempt to murder and under the
Indian Arms Act against Baljit Singh son of Mohan Singh of
Bharsinghpura in Jalandhar district and half a dozen others
who were leading the protestors. Those included Harnaginder
Singh, Tarlochan Singh and Gurnek Singh, headman of
Mahaun village. The FIR was registered on behalf of
Harjinder Singh after the firing started all over the City and the
I. G. P.'s son had been taken away. The police did not include
the name of Bhullar's son in the FIR.

Cremation assembly banned
Next day, at about 9 a. m. about 300 persons from the
deceased's village came to the Civil Hospital to pick up the
dead body for cremation. Instead of being allowed to take
away the body for the cremation, an armed posse of policemen
(about 30 in number) led by Police Inspector Sant Kumar
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started beating the villagers with canes. Similar beating was
also resorted to other groups of sympathisers of the deseased,
on their way to the hospital at village Rattanheri by the police
parties led by Deputy Superintendent of Police Param Raj
Singh Dhaliwal and Inspector R. S. Bullar; and later at village
Dalheri by the police party headed by Sant Kumar who also
picked up Master Harjit Singh.

People protest, despite heavy odds
Even the villagers who were on their way to village
Mahaun to attend the funeral were not spared. They were
harassed and threatened with dire consequences, in case they
attended the cremation.
The incident of Khanna reveals the following :
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1.

Punjab is a full fledged Police State where the police
men and the ruling politicians combine to kill people
with impunity at the slightest provocation.

2.

The police protect and let off scot-free, its own kith
and kin, howsoever seriously guilty they may be, of
any crime.

3.

The people, far from being demoralised, are conscious
of their rights and are not deterred from protesting,
despite the heavy odds.

A PHRO W ATCH
February 1991
The United Nations indicted India for human rights viola
tions and state repression on the Sikh community in
Punjab in its report brought out lately.
The lengthy report prepared by the Centre for Defence of
Human Rights, Geneva, and titled "Violation of Human Rights
in India" was forwarded by the United Nations (Centre for
Human Rights) to the Indian permanent mission in Geneva. In a
letter dated April 4, the deputy secretary in the external affairs
ministry, Ajai Malhotra instead of seeking verification, wrote
to the ministry of home affairs asking for "facts and material
to counter the allegations".
The Punjab government was asked by the home ministry
to furnish a reply to the UN report within "this month."
The report citing seven specific cases of human rights
violations, has observed in its introductory note : "It provides
a lamentable catalogue of the atrocities being committed by
the government of a country which prides itself on being the
largest democracy in the world. Those who have an intimate
association with Punjab know too well that as the Indian
authorities fail to contain the militant elements in the Sikh
community, they are resorting to state terrorism of the worst
kind to suppress a brave community and its just aspirations."

UN criticises India’s human rights record
Observing that not a single Hindu has been detained
under the draconian laws introduced in the state (Punjab), the
report goes on to ask : "Is there one law for the minorities and
another for the Hindu majority ? Can a Hindu never be a
militant, terrorist, or secessionist under Indian law ? Is the
mass murder of Sikhs, rape of Sikh women and pillage of
Sikh properties in the post-Indira Gandhi assassination riots to
remain unpunished under India's secular laws ? "
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The report then goes on to ask, "W ill the international
community never speak out against these outrages ? " and
observes : "Under this climate it is not, therefore, surprising
that Sikhs have lost out entirely in the propaganda war which
the government of India has been waging relentlessly as a
cover up for its dastardly record on human rights and to
malign a brave community".

Punjab, a Police State
Taking serious note of the draconian laws in the stare,
the report says that the "notorious" National Security Act was
being used to curb all legitimate opposition and to hold with
out charge or trial an indefinite number of Sikhs and
members of minority communities, whom the government was
finding "unpalatable". "The Terrorist and Disruptive Activi
ties (Prevention) Act of 1587 is being indiscriminately used
to deny fundamental rights and legal safeguards to detainees
and defendants. Allegations of torture, deaths in custody
and "disappearances" are commonplace. Punjab is a police
state where all civil and legal rights have been abrogated
and where extra-judicial killings in false police encounters are
the order of the day."
Taking exception to the "frequency" in amendments in
the Indian Constitution, the report observes that whereas in
the 213 years since its declaration of independence, the
United States of America amended its constitution only
twelve times, India has done so with its constitution 64
times. (The report was prepared before the t.5th amendment
was passed last April).

Police rearrest the undertrials on bail
The report has cited the "Justice Sodhi report" of
February 1989 which observes that during
S. S. Ray's
regime many of the 780 undertrials in the high security central
jail at Amritsar had, before their formal arrest, been illegally
detained by the police for a couple of weeks, tortured and
money extractad from them. Several also alleged tha* they had
been falsely implicated.
The undertrials also complained that when they were
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granted bail by the court, the police would rearrest them in
new cases. Little wonder, that many undertrials chose not to
leave the jails as they could not meet the demands for money
made by the police. Justice Sodhi had thus observed in his
report 'delay blurs the distinction between acquittal and
conviction which is most unfortunate".

Pregnant woman, too, raped
Other specific examples included that of a woman being
released after torture by the Valtoha police in Tarn Taran last
July, the wives of two Babbar Khalsa militants being tortured
by the Batala police, an abducted woman being raped by the
police in Tarn Taran police district, a pregnant woman being
raped by the B SF in Batala police district and three school
going children being tortured by the Punjab police at Amritsar.
This year British M P Terry Dicks reprimanded the Indian
Government at a function organised on February 16 at San
Jose, California, USA, to honour him with the Sikh Heritage
Award for 1990.
The British MP, in his speech, said that the Sikh heritage
is under threat and we cannot be silent spectators to this. The
rape of Punjab and the murder of young Sikhs should not be
tolerated. He had travelled thousands of miles, speaking to
politicians, lawyers and businessmen in Europe, Canada and
USA. According to him, self-determination for the Sikhs is a
logical outcome of the assurance given by the Hindus to the
British in 1947 that the right of self-determination to the
Sikhs would be recognised.

British M P reprimanded India
The following are extracts from his speech :
" A s a British member of Parliament, I have spent nearly
eight years getting to understand and share in the concerns of
some eight thousand Sikhs in my constituency. Like them, I
am extremely worried about the way their families, their values
and most importantly, their religion, are being threatened in
the Punjab. The Sikh heritage is under threat and we cannot
sit back, wring out hands and do nothing.
"It was in the summer of 1985 when I first became
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actively involved with the Indian government over Sikh issues.
The wife of a constituent of mine, who was a Sikh but who
had lived much of her life in East Africa and held a British
passport, was detained as she was about to board a plane in
New Delhi, to return to Britain.

UK Sikh woman held for no crime
"S h e was carrying a newspaper that contained details
of her daughter's wedding which she had taken to show to her
relatives in India.
Unfortunately, also contained in that
newspaper was an advertisement showing a meeting of the
Sikh Youth Organisation.
"The Indian government claimed that she had been show 
ing this subversive material to her relatives. As most of you
probably know, I had a disagreement with the Indian home
affairs minister who, first of all, asked me for a gift. When I
refused to provide one, he said he knew nothing about my
constituent. This, despite the lact that only a few months
before, she had stayed as a guest in his family home. His
reaction to my refusal to pay him was to order me to leave
the country.
"W hen I raised this issue on the floor of the House of
Commons, the overriding concern of the British government
was not to offend the Indians and nothing further happened.
Indian friends have been kind enough to say that as a result of
the pressure I brought and the publicity surrounding the case,
the Indian government was forced to release this lady within
three months of my visit.
"A s a result of my actions, many Sikhs approached me to
bring to my attention the persecution of the Sikhs that was
taking place in the Punjab. I was appalled to learn of the way
the Sikhs were being treated and the conditions in which they
were expected to live. The horror stories were too detailed
and the grief too widespread for these stories not to have been
genuine.
"The rape of young women, the beating of old men and
the murder of young boys cannot and should not be tolerated.
The British have a unique responsibility to the Indian people
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and to the Sikhs in particular.
'i n 1947 when India obtained its independence, it was
the British who accepted a guarantee by the Hindus that ;he
self-determination of the Sikh people in the Punjab would be
recognized. It was on that basis that the British Government
granted India its independence".
Terry Dicks had earlier urged Sir Geoffrey Howe, the Sec
tary of State of Foreign and Commonwealth Office in Britain
to bring pressure to bear on the Government of India to check
human rights abuses in Punjab.
The British MP, in a letter on June 29 to Sir Howe said,
"young male Sikhs are being brutally attacked whilst female
Sikhs are being beaten and raped by members of the police
and military forces in the area. Many active Sikhs are being
taken away and are never seen again, while others are locked
away in prison, some for years, awaiting an appearance before
a court.

India compared with South Africa
"I know that if the same kind of atrocities were being
committed by the white South African government on blacks in
South Africa, the outcry would be overwhelming. In the case
of the persecution of the Sikhs in the Punjab the silence of
the British goyernment is deafening.
"If our Government wants to maintain its reputation in the
field of human rights then it must bring pressure on the Indian
Government, firstly to end the indiscriminate killing of inno
cent men and women in the Punjab. Secondly, to end once
for all the large scale torture and wrongful imprisonment of
many thousands of innocent Sikhs. Thirdly to bring to trial in
open court as soon as possible all those who have been
charged with activities connected with the situation in the
Punjab.
"Finally to recognise the right of groups of Sikhs to meet
together and to speak freely about the issues that concern
them, their families and their religion. In other words,.to re
cognise and implement basic human rights.
M.P. Terry Dicks had written this letter to the secretary of
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state after he was briefed and presented a well documented
report by D.S. Gill of the Punjab Human Rights Organisation
who was then touring Great Britain.
In his letter, the British M P concluded : "The situation in
the Punjab is now desperate and I hope you will decide at
least to look into the matter even if you are not prepared to
criticize the Indian Government. A small gesture of this kind
will at least bring some consolation to the many Sikhs living
in this (U.K.) country who have friends and relatives in the
Punjab and whose lives are threatened at the present time."
Indian Prime Minister Chander Shekhar ordered deploy
ment of army and stepped up military initiative against the
militants in Punjab. The Shekhar government broke all previous
records of per day killing of Sikh youths. Any talk of the
Prime Minister resolving the Punjab problem "a s a sympathiser
of the Sikhs is thus utterly misconceived.

Newspapers watched and suppressed
The second major offensive directed against Punjab was
undeclared censorship on the Press. A section of the media
which of late tried to balance its reporting on Punjab has been
under attack from the State's military Governor (General) O.P.
Malhotra. In this connection Punjab's largest circulating
Punjabi daily, Ajit, on January 27 frontpaged a notice intima
ting its readers that pressure was put on the editor of the
paper that news regarding the militant-sponsored bandh on the
Republic Day, the 26th January, should not be carried.
The paper further revealed that the management received
phone calls from the "top " that a Magistrate would have to
be posted to the office of Ajit in 'he event of its publishing
news about the bandh called by the militants (led by Baba
Gurbachan Singh Manochahal and his Panthic Committee).
Earlier the Chandigarh administration registered a criminal case
against the newspaper's editor for publishing another news
regarding militants. A similar criminal case was registered
against Delhi's Times of India. But certain Chandigarh-based
newspapers' managements agreed silently to curb the coverage
of militants' activities and their views.
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Punjab Sikh Journalists Association (P SJA) pleaded for
certain measures before a team of the Press Council of India
to ensure that the Press in Punjab functioned truly
independently and was not used as a tool of an oppressive
state machinery.
Now it appears that the Press Council of India's move to
send a team headed by B.G Verghese to Punjab to hear the
grievances of journalists has been used by the administration
to give more powers to raid non-conforming sections of the
media such as Ajit. Times of India and Aj Di Awaz.
The police seized 50,000 copies of Ajit on February 8.
By and large the people of Punjab in their own way protested
against the seizure and described it as an attack on the
freedom of the Press.
Earlier too, the police had more
than twice seized copies of Ajit, Aj Di Awaz and Punjabi
Tribune.
On February 9, the Punjab government issued a policy
note to the editors of various newspapers in the state and
Chandigarh to ensure a blanket ban on the publication of
certain types of statements and advertisements of militants
which the administration considered "objectionable".

Playing second fiddle to militants ?
The Punjab Government on February 18 formally decided
to invoke section 95 of the Code of Criminal Procedure
(Cr. P.C.) authorising Deputy Commissioners in the state to
confiscate copies of newspapers carrying "objectionable
material". The Chandigarh Administration was the first to
invoke this order on January 16. The Punjab government
ordered confiscation of copies of Ajit and Aj Di Awaz twice
since the beginning of the year.
The Punjab Governor (General) Malhotra on March 21,
addressing a public meeting at Sangrur, warned the Press that
it was playing "second-fiddle" to the militants in their game
to create "c h a o s" in the state.
Not only the Sikhs, their lobbyists and friends among the
international community raised their voice against police
atrocities let loose on the Sikhs in Punjab but the Sikh people
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in the state have also started democratically resisting against
the state tyranny despite heavy odds.
A sit-in was staged on February 5 in front of the office of
the Deputy Commissioner, Ludhiana, against illegal detention
of a large number of Sikh youths who were picked up by the
police in the wake of the murderous attack on the Punjab
DGP. People in large numbers from the neighbouring villages
participated in the demonstration demanding immediate release
of the arrested youths.
On February 13, the people in Jagraon sub divisional area
blocked traffic seeking an immediate release of Sirrinder Pal
Singh (son of an advocate Mai Singh of Heran village). The
police reached at the spot and a police "C a t" Bant Singh
informed the public that the "b o y " was with the police and
he would be released at 6 p.m. On his assurance the blockade
was lifted in the afternoon.
At about 6 p.m. Surinderpal Singh alias Shinder was
found dead on a bank of the canal passing through Kular, a
nearby village to which Bant Singh belonged. The people
waiting for his release, got infurated on seeing Shinder killed
by the police helped by its "C a t" Bant Singh. They set on fire
Bant Singh's house. After this Bant Singh shifted to some
other place in the safe custody of the police. Despite protests
no case was registered against the killers of the advocate's
son.

How advocate’s son was liquidated ?
The PHRO investigated the matter. According to inves
tigating team comprising advocates Harchand Singh Gill and
Bhupinder Singh Somal, Surinderpal Singh recently came out
of jail on bail furnished by one Karnail Singh of his village.
He was picked up by a joint police party of Ludhiana C IA
staff and Sudhar police on the night of February 12
from his village Heran. The police, after picking him from his
home raided the house of Karnail Singh. A few members of
Karnail Singh's family saw Shinder in police jeep. Many others
from the Heran village affirmed before the PHRO team that
Surinderpal Singh was taken into custody by the Ludhiana
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CIA staff and Sudhar police. But police did not acknowledge
his arrest.
The villegers of the area made frantic efforts to ensure
that the guilty police officials and Bant Singh were brought to
book but without success. The police provided a stronger
security cover to Bant Singh.

Patiala University’s protest-against police entry into
the campus
The Punjabi University, Patiala on the advice of its ViceChancellor, Dr H. K. Manmohan Singh, constituted on
February 14 a committee of the syndics to apprise the Punjab
Governor of the difficult situation arising out of the frequent
police entry into the campus, so that the academic and peace
ful atmosphere in the university was not disturbed.
The teaching work in the university remained suspended
for about a week recently due to a strike by students in protest
against police raids on their hostels and arrest of three stu
dents. The frequent unauthorised police entry into the campus
is going on for the last few months.
A four member committee of syndics comprising Principal
Satbir Singh, Charanjit Singh walia, M. M. Mittal and Prof
Darbara Singh met on February 24 the State Governor (General)
O.P. Malhotra, who assured them that the Police would not
enter the campus without taking the university authorities into
confidence. A police party from Gurdaspur district, however,
carried out raids on the campus on Februa ry 28 without
taking the university authorities into confidence. The unautho
rised police entry into the university is still going on unabated.

Revolt by village Mayors
More than 500 sarpanches and panches of 63 panchayats
of Ludhiana district falling in the jurisdiction of Dakha,
Jagraon, Raikot and Sudhar Police stations on February 25
submitted their resignations to the Deputy Commissioner
(D.C.) in protect agajnst a reign of terror and humiliation at
the hands of the police. They held a rally before submitting
memorandum of resignations to the D.C. listing nine reasons
including humiliation of panchayat members in police stations.
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illegal detention of the Sikh youths and their killing in false
police encounters, beating peaceful demonstrators and harass
ment of militants' families by the police.
According to PH RO 's information, 63 sarpanches and 550
panches had submitted their resignations. Gurbaksh Singh,
Sarpanch of Purain village, disclosed that on February 11, the
police took into custody some persons from Boparai village
and on February 16, when the residents of the village were
protesting in front of Dakha police station, they were beaten
up by the police. The women, he added, were also insulted.
Gurdev Singh, sarpanch of Dakha village, a lleged that 20
persons were taken into custody at Raikot when they went to
the police station to enquire about the whereabouts of three
persons arrested from Bailowal village. All the 20 persons
were sent to jail.
According to a report by H.S. Bhanwer from Patiala, resi
dents of Phaggan Majra and adjoining villages blocked traffic
near Jakhwali village on the Patiala-Sarhind road for several
hours on February 19 to protest against the killing of Harjang
Singh, a resident of Phaggan Majra and employee of the
Rakhra Sugar Mill in a faked encounter by B.S.F. men on the
previous night. More than 100 villagers came to Rajindra
Hospital, Patiala, to collect the body of Harjang Singh.
The demonstrators demanded a judicial enquiry into the
incident as the police had claimed it to be a genuine encounter.
PHRO has no confirmation of any judicial enquiry into the
incident.

Kidnappings and counter-kidnappings
There has been a new phenomenon in vogue in the recent
past of kidnapping and counter-kidnapping by the police and
militants to settle their own scores. Some activists of the
Khalistan Liberation Force were detained by the police. KLF
kidnapped Patiala DSP Surjit Singh Grewal's nehhew, Baldeep
Singh and demanded the release of their activists. The Patiala
police retaliated and kidnapped, in turn, the relatives of KLF
leaders.
KLF activist Dr Pritam Singh Sekhon's sister Manjit Kaur
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and his husband Dr Harjit Singh were picked up from Nabha
on February 20. His other kidnapped relatives included uncles
Sher Singh of Dulman and Karnail Singh of Sangali, brothersin-law, Rajinder Singh and Devinder Singh, both from
Jalandhar, aunt's sons-in-law Amar Singh and Arjan Singh,
and niece Kiranjit Kaur (13).
Another KLF activist Panjab Singh Khalsa's brothers-in-law
Gurnam Singh (40), Darshan Singh (38) and Jarnail Singh (35),
all sens of Jobar Singh, were abducted from their village
Dhudike in Faridkot district on February 17 by the Ludhiana
police. While they remained in illegal police custody. Panjab
Singh's sisters, Sukhwinder Kaur (wife of Gurnam Singh) and
Amar Kaur (wife of Darshan Singh) were also kidnapped by
the police on March 11.
Next of kin of the kidnapped and the PHRO made
representations to the Punjab Government and other authori
ties concerned for their release. The Punjab and Haryana High
Court was also informed about these abductions. Most of
the abducted persons still remain in the illegaMock up of the
police. Rajinder Singh and Devinder Singh were set free on
April 30. Rajinder Singh was subsequently picked up by the
police from his Jalandhar residence on May 10.

PH R O censured Patiala police
Instead of setting free the illegally detained innocent
relatives of the militants, Patiala police chief S. K. Sharma
reacted against PHRO to suggest that the kidnapping of D SP
Grewal's nephew was in the knowledge of the PHRO.
The PHRO termed th e S S P 's utterance as absolutely base
less and mischievous. It felt pity that instead of setting his
own house in order, the Patiala police chief chose to pass
the buck onto others by making nasty insinuations.
Reacting to the police officer's grouse that PHRO had
not exercised its influence on the militants to release the boy,
the organisation wondered how police functionaries like
Sharma could expect PHRO to do so when the latter had not
been able to dissuade even the police from kidnapping the kith
and kin of the underground youth.
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Onion farmers liquidated
One Shindo (widow of Sohan Singh, residence of Dhapai.
village of Batala police district) in her representation to the
Punjab Governor, said that her son Satnam Singh (alias Satta)
along with Balwant Singh (son of Dara Singh) was planting
onions in his fields on February 26 when a large number of
policemen detained both the boys. Their hands were tied
behind their backs. The police had already in their custody
another person whose hands were also tied. The policemen
pounced upon all the three and started kicking and giving riflebutt blows to them. Shouting aloud, "d on 't expect to see
them back", the policemen escorted them away. Shindo and
wife of Satnam Singh pleaded in vain. They were also beaten.
They followed the boys for about 200 metres when they were
forced to turn back. The helpless women sat down.
The policemen shot dead Satnam Singh, Balwant Singh
and the third unidentified youth near the adjoining sugarcane
field, about 100 metres away from Shindo and her daughter-inlaw. The two ladies and many others working in their fields
saw the police shooting them dead. The poor ladies rushed
towards the dead bodies but were not allowed to go near. The
police took away the bodies never to be returned to their
relations.
In her representation to the Governor, Shindo demanded a
judicial enquiry into the incident. Will she be able to get any
relief from the military governor, is a moot question.
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A PHRO W ATCH
M a rc h 1991
In March 1991 the world public opinion continued to
express its concern about the state of human rights in India
in general and in Punjab in particular. In Washington a book
let detailing the violations was brought out.
The booklet titled " A challenge to the modern world : The
chronology of the bloodbath in India", is a compendium of
news reports and columns on human rights violations that
have appeared in the Indian and American media in recent
months. It is punctuated by grafic pictures of victims of
communal violence.

A C O D H R I exposer of India
The glossy and expensive-looking 28-page booklet, which
has presumbly been professionally prepared, is published by
the Committee for the Defence of Human Rights in India
(CODHRI). It also includes statistics and assessment of the
damage and carnage wrecked by the communal riots, parti
cularly on the minorities in India.
The booklet, which has already been mailed to all the
legislators in both the House and the Senate, is also to be
distributed at the United Nations, according to C O H D R I's
national coordinator Aslam Hameed.
It urges the legislators to call for special congressional
hearing on the human rights abuses in India. The state depart
ment's 1990 human rights report "places substantial emphasis
on the violations of fundamental rights and brutality of Indian
forces countrywide."
Thus, it says that CODHRI "feels obligated to inform the
United Nations as well as policymakers in the United States
about the continuing violations of human rights in India.
"The non-Hindu and low-born Hindu minorities in India
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have no recourse to justice except the United Nations and
other international fora," it adds.
CODHRI was also instrumental in getting representative
Gus Yatron, who chairs the House's human rights sub
committee to write a strong letter to assistant secretary of state
for human rights Richard Schifter urging him to ’encourage
the Indian government to develop effective preemptive
actions to protect victims of human rights abuses."
In December last year, CO DH RI once again got one of
India's few staunch supporters on Capitol Hill, representative
Mervon Dymally, to write to Prime Minister Chandra Shekhar
urging him to put a stop to what he described as "the po
groms directed against the various minority groups by members
of the majority community."

A “ discipline India” bill
C O D H R I's bombarding Congress with its report, comes at
a time when a concerted effort to cajole India into addressing
this problem has taken on a new urgency in recent months.
Human rights groups such as Asia Watch and Amnesty
International have been briefing legislators on the continuing
violations of human rights in India. The State Department
itself took the government security forces to task for human
rights abuses in a considerably tougher report that it has in
previous years.
Meanwhile, a bill, calling for suspension of aid to India
unless it allowed human rights groups to monitor the rights
situation in Punjab and Kashmir, is gaining support. It was
introduced by one of India's most acerbic critics, represen
tative Dan Burton, a Republican. It could very well be debatad
on the floor of the House.
Indian Ambassador Abid Hussain, sensitive to the damage
that such lobbying by these groups could do to indc-US rela
tions, has also been regular visitor to Capitol Hill to counter
these allegations.

U. S. House Panel expresses concern
Earlier A. Balu, an Indian Express correspondent had
reported from Washington, D.C., that India was in dock on
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Capitol Hill as a Congressional Panel, slated to review deve
lopments in South Asia, found itself preoccupied with alleged
human rights violations in Punjab.
The two-and-a-half-hour session of the House SubCommittee on Pacific and Asian affairs chaired by Congress
man Stephen Solarz was virtually dominated by statements of
concern at what some members thought were the short
comings of the Indian authorities in dealing with the problem
of the minority Sikhs.
An Amnesty International report
provided grist to the Punjab mill.
Solarz and two senior State Department officials, John
Kelly, Assistant Secretary of State for Near Eastern and South
Asian affairs, and Richard Schifter, Assistant Secretary of
State for human rights affairs, sought to help balance the
criticism against New Delhi.

1984 accused go scot free
The questions raised during the hearing, particularly by
Democrat Congressman Robert Toricelli, concerned mainly
detention of people without trial, alleged prison brutalities,
fake encounters and delay in bringing to trial those involved
in the killings in Delhi following the assassination of Indira
Gandhi.
Richard Schifter told the committee that there had been
delays in bringing persons in the 1884 anti-Sikh violence to
justice. Critics had charged that the chief accused were
protected by their high political office from prosecution.
Even as the Solarz panel was in session in the Reyburn
Building, in another committee room, the situation in Punjab
was the subject of a briefing by D.S. Gill of the Punjab
Human Rights Organisation. The meeting was organised by
the Democrat Congressman from California Norman Shumway,
and one of the participants was Republican Congressman
Wally Herger, who had almost succeeded in getting the House
of Representives adopt an amendment to the Appropriations
Bill for denying India development aid until progress was
achieved in the human rights situation.
Gill urged Congressmen to mobilise international public
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opinion against human rights abuses in Punjab and to con
vince New Delhi to find out a political solution to the Punjab
problem which, he said, is not a law and order problem as is
wrongly being claimed by the Indian Government. Gill had
earlier travelled to the United Kingdom and Canada to brief
members of Parliament, government officials and representives
of human rights organisations in the two countries.
Both the events on Capitol Hill focussing on Punjab, were
in a sense, testimony to the active and sustained efforts on
the part of Sikh lobbyists in trying to influence Congressmen
in support of their cause. The Indian Ambassador has been
striving hard to counter the Sikh lobby in the United States
by frequent visits to Capitol Hill, but it seemed he faced an
uphill task.

No let-up in repression despite Delhi’s assurances
The Assistant Secretary of State for human rights affairs,
Schifter told the Solarz Committee that the U S continued to
urge the Indian Government to look into all allegations of
police misconduct and punish all perpetrators of such acts.
John Kelly said that during his visit to New Delhi he had
raised the question of alleged mistreatment of prisioners. He
found there was serious concern at upper level of the Indian
Government about the abuses and there were assurances that
if there were abuses by security forces they would be
eliminated and those responsible would be punished.
(Indian Express : October 27, 1989)
Meanwhile the Punjab Human Rights Organisation
received information to the effect that a Sikh youth had been
killed by Khanna Sadar Police in its custody on March 15
after he had surrendered to the police in presence of a
number of persons of village Cheema on March 14, following
an armed resistance with the police.
The PHRO headquarters asked its Secretary Mohinder
Singh Grewal to find out the facts, who, along with
advocate Bhupinder Singh Somal visited Cheema village and
the spot near Khanna village— a suburb of Khanna city. They
met several persons including the doctors who had examined
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the dead body and prepared post-mortem report. They were
able to get a copy of the First Information Report (FIR) by the
police, from the court of Judicial Magistrate, Khanna. The
team also met Sarpanch Mewa Singh of Dehar village in
Chamkaur Sahib Police Station.

H ow a Babbar was killed
According to the police report (FIR No. 44 dated
15.3.1991) registered at police station Sadar Khanna, a police
party comprising Assistant Sub-Inspectors (ASI) Rattan Singh,
Harjant Singh, Dilbagh Singh and three constables, of Police
Station Sadar Khanna along with Inspector Harbhajan Singh,
Station House Officer, Payal, A S I Gurbax Singh and three
constables were on a watch-duty at the link road opposite the
cooking gas agency near Khanna village on the night of
March 14. The police party was aided by a section of Central
Reserve Police Force (CRPF) 97th Battalion led by its SubInspector Romesh Tripathi. Two young Sikhs coming from
Khanna city side on a blue coloured Chetak Bajaj scooter
(CHR — 5073) at about 12.45 a m. on March 15 were asked to
stop by the police party. Instead of heeding the warning, the
man on the pillion opened fire at the party. The police returned
the fire. During the armed clash, one of the scooter riders,
was killed and fell down while the other escaped taking
advantage of darkness.
The police claimed to have recovered one AK-47 rifle
along with some cartridges. A case under section 307 Indian
Penal Code and 25/54/59 of Indian Arms Act was registered.
Postmortem examination report mentioned the dead as an
unidentified Sikh of 35 years of age.
On the other hand, the PHRO committee has a different
story to tell. The young Sikh, subsequently identified as Mann
Singh of Ropar district from village Dehar Mundian, belonged
to the Babbar Khalsa International. Mann Singh was taken
into custody by Samrala CIA Police Inspector, Sher Singh
from Cheema village in presence of villagers at about
9 p.m. on March 14.
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The villagers narrated the whole story of arrest of the
Babbar Khalsa activist to the investigating team. According to
them, four armed youths on a Hero Honda and a scooter
reached their village and contacted one Banta Singh to borrow
his jeep. The jeep was not in working order, so they could not
take away the vehicle. Sher Singh, Inspector Police, belongs to
this village. Coincidentally, he was in the village along with
a posse of police that evening. Somehow, he came to know
about the militants visiting Banta Singh's house and called
for more police force from the adjoining police stations of
Khanna and Payal.

W as the youth really unidentified ?
At about 8 p.m., the police party led by Inspector Sher
Singh engaged the militants in armed encounter when the
latter were leaving the village and were near the house of Sher
Singh. In the meantime, parties from Khanna and Payal
police stations, respectively led by Inspector Sant Kumar and
Inspector Harbhajan Singh reached the village. Aftej a
prolonged encounter three of the militants managed to escape
on their motor cycle and the scooter while one (Mann Singh)
fell into the police net. He, then, surrendered to Inspector
Sher Singh raising his hands high and was handed over to
the Khanna police. Many villagers witnessed the surrender
and his being taken away by Inspector Sant Kumar.
On the same fateful night, the police killed Mann Singh
as an unidentified Sikh youth, stagemanaging an armed en
counter near Khanna village. The Sadar Khanna police raided
and searched the houses of Mann Singh's friends at Gadhram
and Dehar villages, early in the morning of March 15. The dead
body of Mann Singh was brought to Khanna Civil Hospital at
11 a.m. on March 15. Neither the police nor the hospital
authorities placed the body for identification before the public.
The dead body was disposed of as unclaimed and uniden
tified.
On hearing the incident, the PHRO activists and residents
of Cheema and Dehar Mundian villages including nextof-kin of the deceased, co-ordinated their activities and
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identified the victim as Mann Singh (son of Sarwan Singh of
Dehar Mundian village) from photographs and personal
belongings lying in custody of the Sadar Police, Khanna.
The police version that an unidentified Sikh youth had
been killed in an armed clash with the police is totally false
and fabricated, aimed at suppressing the reality and wrath of
the people.

A scooter used “twice”
So much so, the scooter claimed to have been recovered
by the police from the spot, was already in possession of
the Khanna police. It belonged to one Charan Singh of
Khanna. The scooter was, earlier, forcibly taken away by some
unidentified persons and was returned some days later.
Advocate Harpal Singh Grewal, himself had handed over that
scooter (C H R — 5073) to the police in Sadar Police Station,
Khanna, on March 3, 1991 as the owner had got his complaint
registered to that effect in the police station. The scooter was
never returned to Charan Singh.
This is not an isolated act of killing a youth in police
custody. There are hundreds of Sikh youngmen who are being
liquidated by the State. The aim of the Government of India
and its representatives in Punjab is to annihilate Sikh youths
and bring the Sikh community to submission so that its
struggle for the restoration of basic Punjab and human rights
is put down with brutal force.

BKU protested against police repression
The Punjab unit of the Bharti Kisan Union (BKU) brought
to light two cases of high handedness on the part of the
Khanna police. A deputation of the BKU led by its general
secretary, Balbir Singh Rajewal, alongwith some victims of
police atrocities, met K.N. Singh, Advisor to the Punjab Gover
nor, on March 6 and demanded an enquiry into the incidents
and action against the guilty police officers.
According to Rajewal, a police party led by Sant Kumar,
SHO, Sadar Police Station, Khanna, on March 5 picked up Lai
Chand, Secretary of the Khanna block of the Union. Lai Chand
was beaten severely at the police station. He was presented
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before the secretary to the Governor. He could not move
properly due to the torture.
His fault, according to Rajewal, was that he was serving
at a farm house of Jagat Singh who had been instrumental in
exposing the police in the Kotla Ajner case in which two
A IS S F (Manjit Singh) activists had been killed in a false
encounter.
Jagtar Singh's house was raided by the police almost
every week for the past three months. On February 13 last,
the police picked up his son and beat him up at the police
station.

A Hindu, too, is beaten up
In the second case, policemen beat up several residents of
Rajewal Rohno village on March 4 last. Giving details,
Rajewal said, A S I Niranjan Das of Khanna led a large police
force including CRPF personnel, into the village and beat up
12 persons. Later he took Ram Murti, a retired subedar and
sarpanch, and three panches to the police station. There the
sarpanch was marcilessly beaten up. The sarpanch, who
accompanied the BKU deputation, showed the Advisor to the
Governor his swollen knees and other injuries caused by the
police beating. Ail four were released next day after union
workers started collecting in front of the police station.

Damdami Taksal’s preachers assaulted
On March 9, a news in a section of the Press suggested
that a few members of the Damdami Taksal had been harassed
at the hands of Amloh police at Mallewal village in Patiala
district. The PHRO team led by Mohinder Singh Grewal rushed
to the Taksal headquarters at Mehta Chowk to find out the
details of the incident. The team met Bhai Mohkam Singh and
Bhai Malkiat Singh in this connection.
According to the Taksal activists, a police party led by
Baldev Singh Brar, SHO, Police Station, Amloh raided the
house of Baba Darshan Singh Mallewal on the night of
March 7. The Baba was not there. They picked up Baba's son,
Biloo (20) and his brother Gurcharan Singh (35). They were
physically assaulted and then taken to village gurdwara, where
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the police beat up Granthi (preacher) and molested his wife.
Thereafter the police raided and searched the house where
Panj Piaras (religious preachers) of the Demdami Taksal were
staying. They enquired from the five Singh's about Baba
Darshan Singh who was away at that time. They did not
divulge anything. They were abused and slapped by the
police personnel. They were hit with rifle butts. Their religious
symbols were parted away. The police took along Biloo,
Gurcharan Singh and Ajit Singh to the police station.

People sieged police station to get Taksal activists
released
Next day the people sieged the police station and blocked
traffic for five hours. The police set free Biloo and Ajit Singh
under pressure. Gurcharan Singh was produced in court
after registering a case against him as well as against Baba
Darshan Singh under sections 212 and 216 IPC for harbouring
and aiding terrorists
There is complete lawlessness in the State. The police
and para-military forces are armed with unbridled powers. They
can do any thing and get away with it. They are answerable
to none. The army personnel are also not lacking in this law
lessness. They are the superior force. After all, they are the
"defenders of borders". They are supposed to do no wrong,
But it is different in practice.

The Arm y's foray into wom en’s hostel
Now let us see which law was followed by an army official
who made an entry into Guru Gobind Singh Medical College
girls hostel at Faridkot for allegedly satisfying his sexual urge
and to take along a "beautiful girl for his colonel." A news app
eared in a section of the Press on March 9 that an armyman in
uniform was nabbed, beaten up and handed over to the police
by the girl students of the hostel. The PHRO deputed its
women activists to collect further information on the incident.
According to the information received from different
sources, Sarwan Kumar in a drunken condition trespassed
into the girls hostel at night on February 28 last and tried to
enter into girls' rooms. The girls got alerted when they heard
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noise of his boots on the floor. They came out and collectively
nabbed him near the hostel bath rooms. He was beaten
with shoes. He showed his army card for identification. He
confessed before the girls that he went there with bad inten
tion. But he was not alone, he added. He was accompanied
by five other armymen who ran away when he was nabbed.
He also disclosed that his colonel had allowed us to enter the
hostel for sexual enjoyment and had asked us to bring along
one beautiful girl for him. The girls handed him over to the
poiice. The Faridkot police registered a case against him alone.
When he was produced in the court, the army officers took
him along saying that he could not be tried in a civil court.
Yet another case relates to Rachhpal Singh (17) (son of
Teja Singh resident of Salampur village of Patiala district). He
was picked up by SH O Satpal Singh, city police station,
Rajpura, from his village on January 24 last. Parents,
panchayat and BKU district president Pashora Singh met the
police to know the whereabouts of the boy but all in vain.
The parents filed a writ of habeas corpus in the Punjab
and Haryana High Court. Justice A.P. Chaudhary sent a
warrant officer to recover the youth. The warrant officer found
the boy in illegal custody of the Lalru police. He was recove
red on February 2 from the police lock-up and produced in
the High Court. Rachhpal Singh deposed that he was kept
at Rajpura, Basantpura, Dera Basi and Lalru police stations
by SHO Satpal Singh where he was tortured everyday.
In his affidavit submitted to the High Court, SHO Narinder
Singh/of the Lalru police station had admitted that Rachhpal
Singh was handed over to him by Satpal Singh. But Satpal
Singh in his affidavit denied the arrest of Rachhpal Singh say
ing that he was not wanted by him in any case. The High
Court Judge set Rachhpal Singh free on February 26.
Rachhpal is now free. But what about the guilty police
officials ? They are again busy in hunting down other youths.
It is now the Patiala police which raids his house.
Likewise there are hundreds of Sikh youths from all over
Punjab who have been abducted by the police and are rotting
in police interrogation centres. It is almost impossible for any
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(Contd. from back of title)
Thrust of the PHRO report is on the aftermath of the
killings involving the gangrape and molestation of women,
looting of the villagers' property and ransacking of the entire
village. The men were separated from women by an order of
the army announced over the Gurdwara public address system.
PHRO specifically mentioned the case of a 17 year old
unmarried girl who was raped by three CRPF personnel at
gunpoint and molestation of her mother and aunt. In the
course of the incident, the mother resisted. The CRPF men
broke her arms.
PHRO team interviewed the girl. It also mat the motherin-law and sister-in-law of another newly-wed victim who
herself was not present in the village for the PHRO interview.
She was completely stripped. She returned to her parents'
village for the unbearable shame of the incident.
Men and women interviewed by PHRO sobbed uncontrol
lably. Their gestures spoke of the horror rather than their
words. "W orse could not have happened to us", they stated
in one voice.
In addition to ihe rape and molestation, the security forces,
the villagers alleged, took away about half Kg of gold and
Rs. 65000/- belonging to the gurdwara and the entire cash
and gold, cameras and tape recorders and other articles from
most of the households.
The security forces evidently were motivated by the urge
to teach a lesson to the village for producing Bhai
Sukhwinder Singh Sangha, the slain General of the Bhindranwala Tiger Force and for raising a memorial to him, as also to
avenge for the humiliation suffered at the near-by Rataui
village on May 8 by the security forces.
The above report was circulated by PHRO. It was ensured
that leading newspapers such as the Tribune, The Indian
Express, Ajit, Akali Patrika, Punjabi Tribune, Jan Satta, Aj Di
Awaz, The Hindustan Times and The Times of India received
the Press release.
Surprisingly not one newspaper carried the report. It is
understood that intelligence agencies became active as soon
as the news was delivered in the offices of the newspapers.
Each one of these newspapers obliged the authorities by
neatly blacking out the news.
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But, then, the Prime Minister had other means to make his
strategy work. He did a lot ot homework on the Press and
publicity front.
He made the fullest use of his publicly
announced reservations about the efficacy of the Operation
Bluestar.
Several "Sikh leaders" drummed up M r Shekhar
being "friendly to the Sikhs". The public was made to believe
that the Prime Minister was intent on satisfying the "Sik h
aspirations" while "Rajiv, Ray and Buta Singh and their
agents" were unduly critical and apprehensive about Mr
Shekhar.
In general, the Press in Punjab and elsewhere was straightjacketed into the Prime Minister's overall strategy. No criticism
of the Army's or security forces' excesses. No mention of mili
tants' grievances or statements. No publicity of cremation of
Sikhs killed in fake or genuine encounters. A section of the
Press extended willing cooperation while the other section
was duly disciplined.
The Prime Minister's strategy appeared to work wonders.
Even the Panthic Committee paid tributes to Mr Chander
Shekhar's role. It, however, made a distinction between him
and his wicked advisors. Once the Panthic Committee was
thought to be on the right track, it was time to invite "tenders"
from the power broking community of traditional Akalis. First
it was Simranjit Singh M ann's turn. But he was behaving in a
funny manner not knowing the Indian State's might. Then,
the old faithfuls were called. A coordination committee sprang
up from nowhere. The deal was struck and the way was finally
paved for "the revival of democracy."
The world outside is perhaps unaware of the essential
revival of the discredited Rajiv— Longowal spirit without the
participation of the 1985 actors to the Punjab drama. PHRO
continues to believe that the new arrangement will end in
fiasco in the same way as the Rajiv— Longowal under
standing failed to deliver the goods. What are missing again
are the issues. What is in the forefront is the grant of fake
power to the issueless lot of Neo-Akalis.
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